








 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 





3.

you when you familiar

in spellcasting. 
in your spells has an impact on its efficacy. Belief brings positive results
because of the emotional and psychic connections you share. Your faith

Your familiar may be trying to tell you something 

Your cat will help you in a variety of ways to do your magical work,

Light is the energy of God and the Universe.  Nothing in nature can

Facing east when spellcasting gives extra vitality and power, because 
the sun rises in the east. If you have a garden where your cat has a 
favourite place to relax and where you feel good, you can connect more 
directly with the elements and the life-force energies. Every part of nature, 
including animals, trees, plants, and the weather, is an occult link to 
wish fulfillment. Spells for love, happiness, wealth, and health enlist
the forces of nature.

live without it. Light is also warmth, which is essential for life. When you
light a candle, you link into heaven’s will and blessing by evoking the 
power of light. The thought or spoken words you put into lighting the 
candle continue to ascend to the heavenly or higher light for as long as
the candle continues to burn. It is the same with incense.

offering guidance as well as magical tools. For thousands of years, their 
actions have been interpreted as omens, and the things they have discarded
from their own bodies have been used for magic.  For some spells, you’ll need
whiskers, milk teeth, fur, and claws that your cat has shed. Store them in a 
small ``cat magic`` trinket box until you require them for sorcery.

through his behaviours; giving you cues you can follow 
to enhance your magic. For instance, cats love 
digging their claws into carpeting and furniture for fun.  
When they do this, wish for something that you would 
like to have within your grasp. They also like the 
best seat in the house, in the warmest spot, 
so wish for something or someone to warm toward 



snooty looks as if to say, “I don’t think much of you…. You must be mad,” and starts 

is set to go off. They know a lot about relaxation, comfort, and sleep.

that something good is about to happen to you. Ask for the light in your cat’s   

When you extend your finger to your cat and he clings to it with his velvety paws,  

eyes on you, and for the eternal light in your soul to keep burning brightly.

telling you to grasp a situation and to hold onto someone or something coming
wish for something or someone you want to cling to you. Silently, your cat may be 

takes your chair. And when your familiar sits on your lap, listen telepathically 
to what he is saying to you. Paying attention to your cat will develop
your intuition and psychic abilities.

When your cat is lazing in a sunbeam, he may be trying to get your attention
to tell you something or someone sunny is about to enter your life, to bring light
and happiness to you. Wish it if you want it. And when your cat’s eyes shine 
like lanterns, your familiar may be telling you that you are blessed by heaven or 

When you cast your spells, do not be put off if your cat gives you one of his

licking his paws and washing his face. Connect to your cat’s behaviour; your cat
speaks without words. Allow your familiar to guide you on his magical path, and
let him work his age old cat-magic on you.

4.

your way.

in clock that makes them lick your face, nuzzle you with their nose, or walk around your
Your familiar seems to know weekdays from weekends too. Cats appear to have a built  

Cats are peaceful to have around.

Your cat is your friend for life, sharing your working hours and solitary moments. 

head with small butting, touching, and leaning gestures a little before the alarm clock
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OF NEGATIVE ENERGY 
TO HEAL YOUR HOME 

window through which you can see the moon.
the door, snuff out the candle. This spell can be cast indoors if you have a
Do not leave the candle unattended. When your cat goes out through  

Return with good luck for our home. 
And wherever you may roam, 
Take bad luck away, out through the door. 
With each dainty velvet paw 

enters your home. When the flame is established, say:
Light the red candle in a safe place, close to the door where your cat usually

at different moments in time. The harmony of the bell will attract good fortune.
and resonate differently in every room because of the quality of energies
shake it in every corner. The ringing bell will dissipate stagnant energies 
each room, tinkle the bell on her collar, or remove your cat`s collar and  

Ask your cat to follow you into every room of your home, or carry 
your cat, if she is willing, into every room. In each of the four corners of

* One red candle 

* Your cat`s collar with a bell on it, 
a cat toy with a bell inside, or a handbell 

You will need: 

whisper into your cat`s right ear what it is that you wish to welcome in. 
into her left ear what it is that you wish to send out of your home. Then
When your familiar is sitting with her paws on your shoulder, whisper 

58.



TO HEAL A RELATIONSHIP
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soul has gone to heaven. 
telling you that the departed 
day of a death or a funeral, he is 
If your cat climbs a tree on the 

Kiss your cat and go indoors with your familiar and the mirror. 

Bring happiness again, our way. 
And may sunshine at the break of day, 
Heal my relationship with (name of person) tonight. 
Lady Moon of kindness and light, 

Show your cat her reflection and the moon`s reflection in the mirror and say: 
pupils expand from horizontal slits until they look like two full moons. 
mirror so that it reflects the moon. Look at your cat`s eyes and watch the
Sit outside at dusk, if possible, with your cat on your lap. Hold the hand 

* A hand mirror 

This spell must be performed when the moon is visible - preferably a new moon. 

You will need: 



Felidomancy:
Feline
Divination

Chapter 7
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of seeds answers no to your question.

piece of paper into a ball that your cat will bat with his paw. Play 
with your cat to entice him to chase the ball of paper. If you familiar 
bats the paper ball more often with his right paw, the answer to your 

often with his left paw. Alternatively, sit opposite your cat and roll 
the ball of paper toward him so that he bats it back to you. An even 
number of times that your cat bats the ball back to you answers yes. 
An odd number of times answers no to your question. 

question is yes. The answer is no if he bats the ball of paper more 

* An even number of seeds answers yes to your question. An odd number 

* Write your yes or no question on a piece of paper, and scrunch the 

* Take an oak leaf. Dip it into the water in your cat`s bowl. Show the 
leaf to him and ask him to lick the leaf. Place the leaf on a piece of 
paper. If the leaf dries slowly, the answer is yes. If it dries quickly, 

* Your familiar will tell you the answer to your yes or no question if you 

the answers is no. 

listen to him drinking his milk or water. With your question in mind, count 
how many laps your cat takes. An even number divines the answer yes, 
an odd number signifies no. 

* Take thirteen little scraps of paper torn from a single sheet of paper. 
Write the word yes on six pieces and the word no on seven pieces. 
Scrunch each piece of paper into a small ball. Hold all thirteen wads of   
paper in your hand and rattle them to encourage your cat to make you open 
your hand so they fall to the floor. Alternatively, place the wads of paper in 
a pile on the floor and dangle string over them so that your cat leaps onto them, 
scattering the pile. Pick up the wad that lands farthest away from the others. 
Smooth th paper out in your hand, and read your yes or no answer to your quesion. 



(fifth treat) If He Could He Would 
(fourth treat) He Wont 

(third treat) He`ll Want Me 
(second treat) He Loves Me Not 
(first treat) He Loves Me 

treat you count, read one line. The line that coincides with the final
treat gives you your answer.

has eaten, count the number of treats your familiar leaves. With each
Place a small handfull of cat treats in your cat`s dish. After your familiar

HE LOVES ME, HE LOVES ME NOT

(sixth treat) But He Cant

WILL I GET WHAT I WANT?

(first treat) I will get what I want 
(second treat) I won`t get what I want 

Pour some cat treats into your familiar`s dish, and leave them there to be
eaten. When you later visit your familiar`s treat bowl, count the remaining

treats, speaking one line for each treat counted:

Continue until the last line spoken with the last treat gives you your answer
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or as the case may be, the one who will ask you for a date.
The bowl your cat drinks from reveals the one most compatible with you,

sweetheart, and an oak leaf in the third bowl to symbolize the third suitor.
to represent one lover, a rose petal in the second dish to represent the second
Partially fill three identical bowls with water. Place a bay leaf in one bowl

with a little hydromancy.
which of the three people will ask you out, ask your cat to reveal the answer
To find which of the three potential partners would make you happiest or

HYDROMANCY
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the middle rows are the most sensitive of all.
The top two rows can move in unison and out of sync with the bottom two rows, and
Your familiar moves his whiskers forward when inquisitive and backward when wary.

they wind their whiskers around their prey to detect whether the victim is dead or alive.
contact, enabling your familiar to hunt, as skillfully by night as by day. When cats hunt
they are surrounded by nerve endings that detect air currents and solid objects without
a cat whether a gap is wide enough for his body to enter and exit without getting stuck;
side of his nose. Those 24 whiskers are more than sensitive detectors that tell

Your familiar has twelve whiskers in four horizontal rows on eachBy a whisker:  

like layer behind the retina that reflects light to the retinal cells.
they absorb more light than human eyes. Unlike humans, cats have a mirror-
Cats are nocturnal hunters, and their eyes glow in the dark because

 gem, has acquired its name because it possesses chatoyancy, changing
 shine and color, like cats` eyes in the dark.

 dusk, as well as in low light. ``Cat`s-eye,`` the semiprecious opalescent mineral
 Cats` pupils shine in the dark and reflect light at dawn andThe ``eyes`` have it: 

YOUR FAMILIAR?
ARE YOU FAMILIAR WITH





if something suddenly exites, shocks, or frightens him.

Key words: psychic, divinatory, wise, visionary, enlighteningmore peaceful state of mind. 
when it is warm but not dangerously hot, your familiar lifts your mood to a happier, brighter,

Your familiar is highly intelligent and spiritual. Because yellow is the color of the sunYELLOW:

ORANGE:

GOLD:

RED:

Key words: successful, happy, fun, cleansing
which brings illumination and life, your familiar will bring light and happiness into your life and 

possessing a loving heart and a great sense of humour. Because orange is the color of the sun,
You have a precious and very special cat. He is uncommonly wise, affectionate, and cheerful,

Key words: divine, spiritual, healthy.  highest spirituality, as well as majesty.
  In your familiar, you possess a treasure beyond earthly wealth because gold is the color of the
The overruling nature of the cat whose aura is gold is goodness, intelligence and consideration.

Key words: lusty, strong, courageous, powerful.  and fire. 
A feral familiar with a red aura may suddenly become aggressive because red is the color of blood
Your familiar is strong willed, possessing a great love for life. He is passionate and very affectionate.

immediate future.
The colors and key words listed below tell you your cat`s nature and what he predicts about your

to its usual disposition. A zigzag flash, similar to a lightning flash, can appear in your familiar`s aura
A change of mood can alter your cats` aura from one color to another, until his state of mind returns

outward about twelve inches.
light or golden light. Beyond that, still flowing in the shape of your cat, is a misty color extending

Your cat has an aura, or glowing emanation. About an inch from his body you will see white

YOUR CAT`S AURA

home.



Key words: intuitive, honest, sensitive, strong, feminine, warm, loving, giving
 precisely what you require at a particular time. 
 the right people and situations will appear, bringing you good fortune, unexpected luck, and 
the invisible world. By tuning in to your familiar you will find that you are in sync with destiny; 
 Your very spiritual familiar is extremely perceptive, possessing a strong love link to you and toSILVER:

strength.
Key words: good luck, opposites, attraction, stability, endurance,of love, reassurance, and safety. 

 A black aura is a sign that your familiar has experienced sadness or danger and is in needBLACK:

Key words: sensitive, pure, spiritually protective, sagely, affectionate. yourself in a most uncanny way. 
or welcome a change of residence and a change of routine. He will teach you things about 
  Your familiar psychic, forever youthful, and eager to entertain new people in your homeVIOLET:

INDIGO:

Key words: powerful, spiritual, omnipotent, loving
invisible to you. He is sensitive to your moods and acts in accordance to them.

Your familiar loves peace and harmony and may often appear to focus on things that are 

Key words: healing, peaceful, relaxing, calming, teaching, guiding and more intimately. 
his knowledge with you because he has a deep desire for you to understand him better and 
  Your familiar is a natural healer who is warm, calm, loyal, and affectionate. He exchangesBLUE:

Key words: lucky, prosperous, beautiful, youthful, faithful
parents and show cats because they like exhibiting their talents.
outdoors. Cats with green auras are procreators who make excellent
More often than not, your cat will like to sit where he can see

GREEN:  Your cat has a kind, sweet, freedom loving nature. He is 
emotionally independant because green is the color of nature.
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  Your familiar is lean, tense, perceptive, clever, nervous, humorous, attention seeking,

road and would like wearing a cat harness to accompany you on walks.
Gemini cats could easily go astray more often than other cats. They may follow you down the

brains. Love is the answer.
Because they enjoy life outdoors, when indoors, they need plenty to amuse their mentally active 
the centre of attention. They are fussy, not greedy, for food they need variety in their diet. 
loving, and highly intelligent. Their sharp minds make them entertaining because they love being
You get two for the price of one with dual-natured Gemini cats. They are inquisitive, versatile, 

ruled by the planet Mercury, they dart around with mercurial speed and are full of surprise.
easily housebroken, good fun, playful, talkative, always active, and full of nervous energy. Being
Gemini cats are the perfect familiar, because they need a soul mate. They are fast learners, 
Key words: I instinctively know my intuition is correct.  Stones or collar colors: Agate, Turquoise

The air signs are: Gemini, Libra and Aquarius.
enjoys her own company one minute and being the star of the show the next.
the wind. She is paws up to the air at one minute and curled up asleep the next. An air cat
and watching television. Your familiar is fickle and as changeable and difficult to grasp as 
land restless. She enjoys watching your activities, looking out the window or door,

GEMINI CAT (May 21 - June 21)

YOUR CAT IS RULED BY AIR IF:
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BONDING SPELL FOR A GEMINI FAMILIAR
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pansies grow, your relationship with your familiar will flower.
garden. Alternatively, keep the potted pansy indoors. In the fullness of time as the 
The following day, plant the pansies on top of the holly leaf in a window box or your

When you feel ready, snuff out the candle.

 The light of love.
Become one in 
(Cat`s name and mine)
As the candle burns

and say:
the holly leaf into the soil in which the pansies are growing. Look into the candle flame

Write on the holly leaf, in cursive writting, your cat`s name, followed by yours. Press

 own name, three times. Sip the comfrey tea until it is finished.
light the candle. When the flame is established, speak your cat`s name, followed by your

Settle your cat close to you. Place the potted pansies beside the blue or silver candle, and
Make yourself a cup of comfrey tea, and take it to where you are going to cast your spell.

* A pen with blue ink
  cut into the shape of a holly leaf
* A holly leaf or piece of paper

two beings. You will need:
The folk name for the pansy is heartsease, representing love and affection between
Holly leaves, comfrey, and electric blue are all ruled by Uranus, which rulse Aquarius.

* Comfrey tea
* Some pansies growing in a pot
* One electric blue or silver candle
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